Tips & Tricks
“We built the DemerBox to be the best portable speaker ever…
and we want you to enjoy it for a very long time.”
—James Demer, founder of DemerBox

Let’s get off to a great start.
This collection of tips and tricks is designed to help you get the most out of your DemerBox.
From years of testing and customer feedback, we’ve found that many users don’t realize
the DemerBox’s full potential.

This guide covers the following topics:
1. How to get the most battery life
2. How to clean your DemerBox
3. Optimizing audio performance
4. What NOT to do with your DemerBox

Most importantly, we value our customers’ expectations above all
and want to make sure you are satisfied. Please don’t ever hesitate to contact us
with any questions or problems.
Get in touch with us directly via email at support@demerbox.com.
Prefer a phone call? Give us a ring at (770) 468 - 7143
and we’ll pick up Mon-Fri from 9 AM to 5 PM EST.
You can also head over to demerbox.com and fill out a support ticket.
Whatever method you prefer, we’ll get back to you ASAP!

Tips & Tricks
How To Get The Most Out Of Your Battery Life
DemerBox uses high capacity lithium ion batteries
that will provide years of service if properly cared for.

Here are some simple things to remember:
1. Always use a DemerBox battery charger.
It is 12.6v DC output. Using a different charger will ruin your battery,
and could possibly cause the battery to overheat and catch fire.

2. How often should I charge my DemerBox?
The best way to maintain battery longevity is to charge your DemerBox often
and not let the battery go completely flat if you can help it.
Lithium Ion batteries like to stay mostly charged.

3. When the DemerBox is charged, unplug the charger.
When the light on the charger turns from red to green, it is best to unplug the charger.
Leaving the charger plugged in all the time will shorten your battery life.

4. Extremely cold weather will reduce your battery’s output.
If you are using your DemerBox while ice fishing or winter camping, place some
hand warmers inside your DemerBox to extend the battery life between charges.

Helpful Tip
You can keep using the DemerBox while it charges:
When charging your DemerBox, snake the charging cable through
the bass port so you can continue using your DemerBox while charging.

Tips & Tricks
How To Clean Your DemerBox

The dings and dents your DemerBox will acquire tell a story,
but the dirt, salt and grime can get kind of gross -

Here’s the best way to clean it:
1. How to clean the exterior

Insert Port Plug and wash DemerBox in the kitchen sink with a sponge and soapy water.
Rinse with clean water. Don’t spray a forceful stream of water on the speakers or the switch.
A Magic Eraser works great for getting tough smudges and marks clean.

Insert the Port Plug,
turn clockwise to secure,
then wash exterior.

2. How to clean the interior

Use a damp cloth or sponge to wipe out the inside of the DemerBox.
Don’t drip water into the charge port, USB or 3.5mm stereo jack.
Leave box open until it’s fully dry.
Isopropyl alcohol is a good alternative to soap and water for cleaning.
Use a spray bottle and a clean cloth to wipe down your DemerBox.

Never clean the
lid gasket with
anything sharp.

Tips & Tricks
How To Optimize Audio Performance
A DemerBox is built to sound amazing in many conditions.
Here are a few tips to get the best sound.

1. The Port Plug

The big hole in the front of the box is called a “port” and it’s what provides all that bass.
When not using around water, sand, or airborne particulate, leave your Port Plug inserted
in its holder inside the DemerBox lid.
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2. Sound Amplification

Amplify the DemerBox’s bass by positioning its back close to a wall or a corner.
Experiment with this and be amazed!
Place your DemerBox on its back to disperse sound.
We do this when doing chores around the shop so the sound radiates 360 degrees.

3. Sound Levels and Distortion

DemerBox getting distorted at maximum volume? Turn down one or two clicks on your device.
Every device and music player has a different output level. Sometimes when that level is turned up
to 10, it’s just a little too much gain for your DemerBox.
Putting things inside your DemerBox will change the sound.
If your DemerBox is stuffed full of paperback books, you will have a reduction in bass.

Tips & Tricks
What Not To Do With Your DemerBox
1. When around water:
Don’t forget to properly insert your Port Plug before using your DemerBox around water.

2. Don’t throw your DemerBox into water.
The DemerBox is lid heavy. When the lid of the box slams into water it can push
the speaker cones so far that they become damaged.
Use in and around water is strongly encouraged, just not the throwing part.
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3. ONLY use the DemerBox charger.
Don’t use ANY charger that is not a DemerBox charger.
You will ruin your battery or worse. We sell replacement chargers
on our website and Amazon if you need a replacement.

4. Don’t put wet things inside your DemerBox.
Especially salty, wet things. It’s not good for the electronics.
If you must, then open your DemerBox and air dry it as soon as possible.

